
Readers and Writers Example -  Granularity Issues.

Multiple concurrent readers, but exclusive access for writers.

Original Textbook code with ERRORS -  What are they?
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Corrected Textbook code????

Thread Scheduling - how kernel threads are scheduled by the OS.  Two Pthread approaches:

� bounded threads - each pthread is mapped to its own kernel thread with the OS scheduler assigning them to

processors (default which we typically want; attribute:  PTHREAD_SCOPE_SYSTEM)

� unbounded threads - multiple pthreads (user-level threads) are mapped to a single kernel thread which the OS

schedulers.  When a user-level thread is blocked by I/O, the whole kernel thread would be put into a wait state,

so no threads in that group are running.  Only advantages is they have less creating and destroying overhead. 

( attribute:  PTHREAD_SCOPE_PROCESS
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Case Study:  Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) - often used in 3D form to solve differential equations

such as Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow.

1.  2D SOR - on each iteration replace all interior values by the average of their four nearest neighbors

a)  Would it be best to perform static allocation or dynamic allocation (e.g., work

queue) of the SOR calculations to threads?

b)  How should we decompose the work among threads?

c)  How do we synchronize the threads so all threads finish an iteration before any start the next iteration?

d)  How can we build a barrier using mutex(es) and condition variable(s)?
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/*  Programmer:  Textbook Figure 16.6 Example

    File:        fig6-16.c

    Compiled by: gcc fig6-16.c -lpthread -lm

    Description:  Textbooks 2D over-relaxation program.

*/

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <limits.h>

#include <time.h>

#include <pthread.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#define MAXTHREADS 16/* max. # threads */

void * thread_main(void *);

void InitializeData();

void barrier();

pthread_mutex_t update_lock;

pthread_mutex_t barrier_lock;/* mutex for the barrier */

pthread_cond_t all_here;/* condition variable for barrier */

int count=0;/* counter for barrier */

int n, t, rowsPerThread;

double myDelta, threshold;

double **val, **new;

double delta=0.0;

/* Command line args: matrix size, number of threads, threshold

*/

int main(int argc, char * argv[])

{

   /* thread ids and attributes */

    pthread_t tid[MAXTHREADS];

    pthread_attr_t attr;

    long i, j;

    long startTime, endTime,seqTime,parTime;

    /* set global thread attributes */

    pthread_attr_init(&attr);

    pthread_attr_setscope(&attr, PTHREAD_SCOPE_SYSTEM);

    /* initial mutex and condition variable */

    pthread_mutex_init(&update_lock, NULL);

    pthread_mutex_init(&barrier_lock, NULL);

    pthread_cond_init(&all_here, NULL);

    /* read command line arguments */

    if (argc != 4) {

        printf("usage: %s <matrix size> <# threads> <threshold>\n",

        argv[0]);

        exit(1);

    } // end if

    

    sscanf(argv[1], "%d", &n);

    sscanf(argv[2], "%d", &t);

    sscanf(argv[3], "%f", &threshold);

    rowsPerThread = n/t;

    InitializeData();

    for (i=0; i<t; i++) {

        pthread_create(&tid[i], &attr, thread_main, (void *) i);

    } // end for

    

    for (i=0; i < t; i++) {

       pthread_join(tid[i], NULL);

    } // end for  

    printf("maximum difference:  %e\n", delta);

} // end main

void* thread_main(void * arg) {

  

    long id=(long) arg;

    double average;

    double **myVal, **myNew;

    double **temp;

    int i, j;

    int start;

    /* determine first row that this thread owns */

    start = id*rowsPerThread+1;

    myVal = val;

    myNew = new;

    do {

        myDelta = 0.0;

        if (id == 0) {

            delta=0.0;/* reset shared value of delta */

        } // end if

        barrier();

        /* update each point */

        for (i = start; i < start+rowsPerThread; i++) {

            for (j = 1; j < n+1; j++) {

                average = (myVal[i-1][j] + myVal[i][j+1] +

                           myVal[i+1][j] + myVal[i][j-1])/4;

                if (myDelta < fabs(average - myVal[i][j]))

                    myDelta=fabs(average-myVal[i][j]);

                myNew[i][j] = average;

            } // end for j

        } // end for i

        temp = myNew;   /* prepare for next iteration */

        myNew = myVal;

        myVal = temp;

        pthread_mutex_lock(&update_lock);

        if (myDelta > delta) {

            delta = myDelta;    /* update delta */

        } // end if

        pthread_mutex_unlock(&update_lock);

        barrier();

    } while (delta >threshold);  // end do

} // end thread_main

void InitializeData() {

    int i, j;

    new = (double **) malloc((n+2)*sizeof(double *));

    val = (double **) malloc((n+2)*sizeof(double *));

    for (i = 0; i < n+2; i++) {

        new[i] = (double *) malloc((n+2)*sizeof(double));

        val[i] = (double *) malloc((n+2)*sizeof(double));

    } // end for i

    /* initialize to 0.0 except to 1.0 along the left boundary */

    for (i = 0; i < n+2; i++) {

        val[i][0] = 1.0;

        new[i][0] = 1.0;

    } // end for i

    for (i = 0; i < n+2; i++) {

        for (j = 1; j < n+2; j++) {

            val[i][j] = 0.0;

            new[i][j] = 0.0;

        } // end for j

    } // end for i

} // end InitializeData

void barrier() {

    pthread_mutex_lock(&barrier_lock);

    count++;

    if (count == t) {

        count = 0;

        pthread_cond_broadcast(&all_here);

    } else {

        while(pthread_cond_wait(&all_here, &barrier_lock) != 0);

    } // end if

    pthread_mutex_unlock(&barrier_lock);

} // end barrier



Case Study:  Overlapping Synchronization with Computation

In general overlap long-latency operatons or communication with independent computation.

Split-phase barrier allows a thread to

do useful work while waiting for other

threads to arrive at the barrier.

Erroneous Split-phase barrier  that keeps a count of the number of arrivals.

Consider the following 2 thread situation:

Both deadlock. 

How might we fix the deadlock?
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Problem in previous code “occurs because Thread 0 was looking at the state of the counter for the wrong invocation

of the barrier” -- okay I buy that.  “A solution then is to keep track of the current phase of the barrier.  In particular,

the arrive() method returns a phase number, which is then passed to the done() and wait() methods.”  Claimed

correct code:

Can we find any problems with this code?

What is the purpose of the done() method?

Is this Barrier code correct?
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1D Successive over-relaxation solution using “correc” split-phase barrier.

What is the swap(new, val) doing?

Would we expect any performance improvement with a 1D SOR with split-phase barriers?
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Java - every object in Java has an associated mutex and condition variable with methods:

� wait - waits on the object’s condition variable

� notifyAll - wakes up all threads waiting

� notify - wakes up only one thread

All must be called by a thread holding the object’s mutex

Notes:

� A thread holding the mutex and issuing a wait appears to deadlock since it would prevent another threads from

acquiring the mutex to perform a notify or notifyAll.  However, the wait operation releases the mutex before

putting the thread into a wait state

� When a waiting thread is awoken, it reacquires the mutex before the wait operation returns. (Java has recursive

mutexes which have a counter for the number of times a thread has locked the mutex while holding the lock.

When a thread invokes the unlock, the counter is decremented, and only when it reaches 0 is the mutex really

unlocked.)

� One limitation of Java is that each object has only a single condition variable.  In the BoundedBuffer example,

all threads wait on the single condition variable.  If we could have multiple condition variables with a monitor,

threads waiting to insert into a full buffer could wait on one condition variable, while threads waiting to retrieve

from an empty buffer could wait on another condition variable.  This way the insert code could notify a thread

waiting to retrieve from an empty buffer and vice versa.
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 Count 3s Example in Java   
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